OPERATIONS MANAGER




Newly created opportunity at Harvest Road Group
Largest integrated beef producer in Western Australia
20,000+ cattle feeding facility at Koojan Downs

Harvest Road Group is part of the Minderoo Group, one of Australia’s largest private investments groups
founded by Andrew and Nicola Forrest. Minderoo established Harvest Road Group based on our belief in
Australia’s ability to supply sustainable, high quality and ethically grown agri-food products. Harvest Road is
currently the largest integrated beef producer and processor in Western Australia supplying major supermarkets
and over 35 export markets, including the iconic Harvey Beef business and the group is entering a rapid period
of growth and transformation
Harvest Road is developing Western Australia’s largest cattle feeding facility in Koojan Downs, two hours north
of Perth. With an initial capacity of over 20,000 head, the facility will supply quality grain fed cattle to the
Group’s Harvey Beef Operations. As part of our beef supply chain expansion, we are seeking an experienced
Operations Manager to join the Project Team at this early and exciting stage in the facility development. After
playing a key role in the project design and development, the Operations Manager will transition to a hands-on
role managing the facility and its future expansion.
To hit the ground running, proven experience managing a large intensive cattle feeding facility is essential.
Through the project development phase, strong project management skills will be critical. Once established,
managing the facility will require both technical and people management capability. Reporting to the General
Manager Operations, this role will have access to support via the shared resources of the wider Group.
This is a hugely exciting opportunity to be an integral part of the transformation of the Western Australia cattle
supply chain. A commitment to providing cattle at our new facility with an environment consistent with our
animal welfare philosophy is of paramount importance to the success of this role.
The successful candidate will need to demonstrate knowledge and experience of the latest technology and
developments in the fields of animal nutrition, husbandry and commercial management. A mindset to be world
leading in the innovation of cattle feeding and raising, feed milling technology and renewable energy is essential.
Tertiary qualifications in relevant disciplines is highly desired
Initially based at our Harvest Road Fremantle location, this role will transition to Koojan Downs as the project
progresses.
An attractive remuneration package including relocation assistance will be offered to the successful candidate.

To apply, please forward a resume and cover letter to jane.kelly@harveybeef.com.au

